I. INTRODUCTION
This paper first introduces a new style of regression models, namely pattern aided regression (PXR) models, aimed at representing accurate and interpretable prediction models. It also introduces a contrast pattern aided regression (CPXR) method, to build accurate PXR models in an efficient manner. In experiments, the PXR models built by CPXR are very accurate in general, often outperforming state-of-the-art regression methods by wide margins. From extensive experiments we also found that (1) regression modeling applications often involve complex diverse predictor-response relationships, which occur when the optimal regression models (of given regression model type) fitting distinct natural subgroups of data are highly different, and (2) state-of-the-art regression methods are often unable to adequately model such relationships. CPXR is also useful for analyzing how a given regression model makes prediction errors. This is an extended abstract of [6] .
II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
Constructing accurate numerical prediction models is fundamental for many modeling and forecasting applications. Due to the importance of regression modeling, many regression algorithms have been proposed. However, most state-of-theart regression algorithms, including Piecewise Regression [9] , Support Vector Regression [4] , Random Forests [1] , and Bayesian Additive Regression Trees [2] , often fail to produce highly accurate models (see [2] and the experiment section of [6] ). Moreover, the prediction models they produce can be hard to interpret, since they often are ensembles of hundreds of component structures or use many derived variables. This paper and [6] introduce concepts and algorithms for building accurate and interpretable regression models.
III. DEFINING PATTERN AIDED REGRESSION MODELS
The first key idea in our new type of regression models is to use a pattern 1 P as a logical characterization of a natural group of data, and a local regression model f P as a behavioral characterization of the intrinsic predictor-response relationship for that group of data. The second key idea is to use a small set of patterns and associated local regression models to define a pattern aided regression (PXR) model. Thus, we use the combination of a pattern and its associated local model to represent one particular predictor-response relationship, and we use different patterns in the set to represent diverse predictor-response relationships that exist in an application.
are regression models, and w 1 , ..., w k > 0 are weights. {P 1 , ..., P k } is the pattern set of P M , f i is the local regression model of P i , and f d is the default regression model. We define the regression function of P M as
otherwise (1) for instances x, where
PXR models are easy to interpret, since they usually use very few patterns and they use simple (e.g. linear) regression models as local regression models. PXR models' complexity is just a bit higher than that of (piecewise) linear regression models. Experiments show that PXR models can achieve much more accurate prediction than state-of-the-art regression models with much lower model complexity.
IV. MAIN IDEAS OF THE CPXR ALGORITHM CPXR takes four inputs: a training data set D for regression, a baseline prediction model f on D (built by any regression algorithm; linear regression or piecewise linear regression is often used), a ratio ρ for dividing D into large error (LE) and small error (SE) parts, and a minSup threshold on the support of contrast patterns in LE.
The main objective of CPXR is to search for a pattern set P S to define a PXR model. We now discuss how to make that definition. First, for each pattern P , we use a standard regression algorithm (such as linear regression or piece-wise linear regression) to build a local regression model for P , which we denote as f P , from the set of training data instances matching P . Then, given P S = {P 1 , ..., P k } and a regression model f d , we define a PXR P M (P S, f d ) denoted by
where arr(P ) =
, r x (f ) denotes f 's residual on x, mds(P ) = {x ∈ D | x matches P }. Not all pattern sets are suitable for defining PXR models. Moreover, direct search for a pattern set to define a PXR model from the set of frequent patterns is often prohibitively expensive. CPXR's key idea is to focus on "contrast patterns" that contrast the "large error (LE)" data, consisting of instances where the baseline prediction model f makes large prediction errors, vs the "small error (SE)" data. In general, contrast patterns [5] [3] are patterns that occur more often in one class (LE here) than in other classes (SE).
The algorithm first divides D into LE and SE parts. Then it mines the contrast patterns of LE and uses filters to remove patterns that are similar to others or that yield little residual reduction. Then it uses a double loop to search for a desirable pattern set with large trr (defined below): The inner loop performs repeated pattern replacements, and the outer loop adds a new pattern to the pattern set and then calls the inner loop. The inner loop terminates when the improvement of the best replacement is too small. The outer loop terminates when the improvement of the last iteration is too small.
The total residual reduction (trr) of a pattern set P S = {P 1 , ..., P k } w.r.t. a prediction model f and a data set D is
where
, and mds(P S) = ∪ P ∈P S mds(P ).
V. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Reference [6] reported a systematic evaluation of CPXR. In particular, CPXR was compared against several state-ofthe-art regression methods, on 50 real data sets, concerning prediction accuracy, overfitting, and sensitivity to noise. The results show that CPXR is consistently better than competing methods, often by wide margins. Reference [6] also discussed the reasons why, and the conditions when, CPXR outperforms other methods by big margins.
CPXR can choose regression methods for building baseline and local regression models. Below we write CPXR(LL) as the version of CPXR that uses linear regression for building both baseline and local regression models, and we write CPXR(LP) as the version that uses linear regression for building baseline regression models and uses piecewise linear regression for local regression models. The 50 real data sets were obtained from several sources (43 from [8] and the other 7 from elsewhere). Details on the data sets and the experiment settings, including how cross validation was performed, are given in [6] . The state-of-the-art regression methods used in our comparison are: Linear Regression (LR), Piecewise Linear Regression (PLR) [9] , Support Vector Regression (SVR) [4] , Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART) [2] , and Gradient Boosting (GBM) [7] (which generalizes AdaBoost).
For accuracy comparison, we compared on RMSE reductions. RMSE reduction of a method X on a dataset D is defined as (RM SE(LR) − RM SE(X))/RM SE(LR)), where RM SE(LR) is the RMSE of linear regression on the test data and RM SE(X) is the RMSE of method X on the test data. Larger RMSE reduction is better.
CPXR(LP) achieved the highest average RMSE reduction (42.89%) over the 50 datasets, which is approximately 24.5%, 38%, 22.7% and 28.29% higher than that of PLR, SVR, BART and GBM resp. CPXR(LP) achieved the highest RMSE reduction in 36 out of 50; in comparison, PLR, SVR, BART, GBM, and CPXR(LL) are the best 0, 0, 5, 4, 5 times respectively. Comparing among PLR, SVR, BART, GBM and CPXR(LP), CPXR(LP) is the best in 41 out of the 50 data sets. CPXR(LP) achieved RMSE reduction over 80% several times.
Out of the 50 data sets, there are 42 where CPXR(LP)'s performance is over 25% (relatively) compared to LR; each of them contains diverse predictor-response relationships. (We propose to use 25% RMSE reduction as a cut-off for saying that the underlying dataset contains diverse predictor-response relationships, as the LR model for the dataset is so much worse than the corresponding PXR model.)
We also used "relative accuracy drop," the difference between the accuracies on training data and test data, to evaluate overfittingness. While the accuracy on training data is higher than that on test data for all algorithms we considered, the relative magnitude of accuracy drop differs. On average, compared with the state-of-the-art methods discussed above, the accuracy drop of CPXR(LP) and CPXR(LL) is the smallest.
To evaluate noise sensitivity of regression algorithms, we examined the difference of their models' accuracy on clean training data and noise-added test data, on 3 real data sets. CPXR(LP) and CPXR(LL) are winners on this regard.
We used experiments to understand what dataset characteristics are indicators of different performance of CPXR on datasets. The results indicate that the number of PIPs (namely patterns whose associated local regression models are significantly more accurate than the baseline linear regression model), the fraction of LE instances that match some PIPs, and the difference in largest coefficients (among the local models in the computed PXR models) are the dominant factors strongly associated with large RMSE reduction.
